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Abstract. Ontology-Based Data Access systems provide access to non-
rdf data using ontologies. These systems require mappings between the
non-rdf data and ontologies to facilitate this access. Manually defin-
ing such mappings can become a costly process when dealing with large
and complex data sources, and/or multiple data sources at the same
time. This resulted in different mapping generation tools. While a num-
ber of these tools use knowledge from the original data, existing Linked
Data, schemas, and/or mappings, they still fall short when dealing with
complex challenges and the user effort can be high. In this paper, we
propose an approach, together with an evaluation, that discovers and
uses extended knowledge from existing (Linked) Data, schemas, query
workload, and mappings, and combines it with knowledge provided by
the mapping process to generate a new mapping. Our approach aims to
improve the mapping quality, while decreasing the task complexity, and
subsequently the user effort.
1 Introduction
Nowadays, Linked Data is materialized using rdf, which uses schemas (ontolo-
gies and vocabularies) to provide annotations, and is queried using the sparql
query language [1]. However, Linked Data applications have the need to ac-
cess data that is available in non-rdf formats [2]. Ontology-Based Data Access
(OBDA) systems provides such access where an ontology mediates between the
raw data and its consumers [6]. This access requires a mapping between the
data schema of the non-rdf data and the ontologies. Subsequently, the afore-
mentioned applications use OBDA systems to access non-rdf data, as if dealing
with rdf data. However, manually defining such mappings can become a costly
process when dealing with large and complex data sources [3, 4], and/or multiple
data sources at the same time [5]. This resulted in the development of (semi-
)automatic mapping generation tools. Such tools reduce the user effort during
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the mapping process by reducing the required user interaction. This process
takes as minimum input the raw data and outputs a mapping that maps this
data to rdf triples. The process’ tasks include selecting the appropriate classes,
predicates, and datatypes, and matching them with the data.
Existing tools for single scenarios only need limited user interaction, but fail
on scenarios involving non-trivial data schemas. Automatic tools are developed
for use cases where only a mapping for a single scenario is required and where
no mappings for subsequent, similar scenarios need to be created (hereinafter
referred to as single-scenario use cases). They have a low task complexity [6],
as the required user interaction is limited. Subsequently, the mapping process
requires a low user effort. In most cases, these tools only use the original data
schema and ignore other knowledge available in existing (Linked) Data [7, 8],
Schemas (data schemas, ontologies and vocabularies), the Queries that will be
executed on the new rdf data (query workload) [2], and Mappings [9] (DSQM).
With existing knowledge, we refer to knowledge that is available before the map-
ping process. Although these tools are able to generate a promising mapping for
simple scenarios, they fail on scenarios with more complex data sources involving
non-trivial data schemas (hereinafter referred to as complex challenges) [2].
Semi-automatic tools are developed for both single-scenario uses cases and
use cases where multiple mappings need to be created in the same domain (here-
inafter referred to as multi-scenario use case). They require more user interaction,
such as writing SQL queries [10] or validating a suggested mapping [11], which
might improve the generated mapping. However, it increases the required user
effort. Despite using more existing knowledge compared to automatic tools, such
as mappings and Linked Data, they neglect the query workload.
In this work, we present our semi-automatic approach to improve the quality
of single-scenario mappings, while decreasing the user effort, compared to the
state of the art. Our approach discovers and uses a more extended set of DSQM
knowledge compared to existing tools to deal with complex scenarios, and re-
duces task complexity. Furthermore, the approach is not limited to a specific
data format. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we
elaborate on the state of the art. In Section 3, we discuss the research questions
and the corresponding hypotheses. In Section 4, we explain the methodology and
approach. In Section 5, we give preliminary results, followed by the evaluation
plan in Section 6. In Section 7, we conclude the paper.
2 State of the Art
In this section, we elaborate on the state of the art for OBDA mapping gener-
ation and evaluation.
2.1 Mapping Generation Tools
Existing automated tools require no user interaction and use the data, data
schema, and/or target ontology, but neglect the query workload and existing
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DSQM knowledge. These tools are based on the direct mappings approach1, in
which tables are mapped to classes, data attributes are mapped to datatype
properties, and foreign keys to object properties. They generate a new schema,
called a bootstrap ontology, based on the database schema. When an exist-
ing ontology, called a target ontology, needs to be used, alignment between the
target and bootstrap ontology is required afterwards. D2RQ [12] generates ad-
ditional rules to tackle more complex challenges not considered by direct map-
pings. The alignment between the bootstrap and target ontology is done with
schema matching tools, such as LogMap [13]. MIRROR [14] and Ontop [15]
are similar to D2RQ. However, MIRROR extends the mappings by using infor-
mation in the databases to determine, e.g., subclass-of relationships and m:n
relationships. Ontop updates the mappings using T-Mappings [16], which use
knowledge embedded in the target ontology. Furthermore, D2RQ, MIRROR,
and Ontop neglect the actual data, the query workload, and existing DSQM
knowledge. AutoMap4OBDA [17] uses both the data and data schema, together
with the target ontology. The ontology alignment is done by the tool itself and
does not require an external schema matching tool. However, it neglects the
query workload and existing DSQM knowledge. While the aforementioned tools
work with relational databases (RDBs), Gloze [18] and JTOWL [19] apply a
similar approach for xml and json files, respectively.
Existing semi-automated tools use the data, data schema, target ontology,
existing mappings, existing Linked Data, and user interaction to create and im-
prove the mapping, but not all information in the mappings is used and the query
workload is neglected. BootOX [10] is the only semi-automatic tool for RDBs
that applies the direct mappings approach and uses a bootstrap ontology, while
IncMap and Karma are not. BootOX deals with more complex mappings than
the ones tackled by direct mappings, due to the user interaction. IncMap [11]
creates an IncGraph, based on the graph used in the Similarity Flooding Algo-
rithm [20], to represent the data schema and the target ontology. The calculation
of the weights of the graph is dynamic and allows to incorporate user feedback to
improve results. Karma [21] is different because it uses existing DSQM knowledge
to suggest mappings to the user. During a multi-scenario use case information in
the previous mappings (called the semantic model) is reused, such as the classes,
properties, and how these are related to each other [9]. However, they do not
utilize the other information available via the mappings to tackle more complex
challenges. If the different scenarios are in different domains previous mappings
will have a limited usability. They use graph patterns found in existing Linked
Data to determine how the classes and properties are related to each other [8].
This allows support for single-scenario use cases, because for these cases the
tool is not able to use previous mappings to get that knowledge. However, the
quality of mappings generated by using existing mappings is higher, because
they provide a more coherent semantic model than the small graph patterns of




The use of mapping process knowledge in the tools is limited to either the
original data, schema and/or ontology, while the query workload is neglected.
Furthermore, besides the use of a target ontology for alignment with the boot-
strap ontology, only Ontop, AutoMap4OBDA, IncMap, and Karma use knowl-
edge provided by the ontologies to improve the mapping. Karma is also the only
tool that uses existing mappings (semantic models and existing data with their
corresponding classes and properties) and Linked Data to provide improvements.
Nevertheless, these RDB tools still fall short when tackling more complex
challenges, e.g., when subclasses are grouped in a single table and need to be
separated, and in real-life scenarios with more complex queries [2, 17].
2.2 Mapping Generation Evaluation
Liu and Li [6] propose a task model to evaluate the task complexity. This com-
plexity is the aggregation of any intrinsic task characteristic that influences the
task’s performance. The task is in our case the mapping process. The model’s
components that contribute to the complexity are input (e.g., data, procedures,
guidance, and random events), goal/output, process (e.g., steps and actions),
time, and presentation (e.g., format and task compatibility). Decreasing the task
complexity results in decreasing the required user effort, because less is required
from the user (e.g., input, actions, and time).
In most cases, when tools are accompanied with an evaluation, they only
assess a limited set of the mapping process’ aspects: time required to transform
the mapping suggestions to the correct ones [11]; W3C Direct Mapping Test
Cases2 [14]; precision, recall, and CPU time when using the semantic model [9]
and Linked Data [8]; or number of user actions [21]. However, they only give
a limited insight about task complexity and/or mapping quality, and not every
tool is compared with the results of other tools. Furthermore, during these eval-
uations there is a lack of clear test case descriptions and performance indicators
for the mapping quality, and they are different for each tool. Therefore, Pinkel
et al. [2] developed a mapping generation quality benchmark for Relational-
to-Ontology Data Integration scenarios (RODI). Mappings tools are evaluated
by assessing the generated mapping’s quality, i.e., a comparison between triples
generated via the mapping, as a result of given queries, and the expected triples.
However, as RODI is focused on automatic tools, it does not provide a formalized
way to evaluate the task complexity, which is required when dealing with semi-
automatic tools. Furthermore, it works only when the target ontology is used by
the tool, while a combination of ontologies might provide better annotations. It
is not suited to evaluate tools for other formats, as it only works for RDBs.
3 Problem Statement
In our approach, we aim to improve the mappings of single-scenario use cases,
i.e., the precision and recall of the query-answering of the resulting Linked Data
2 https://www.w3.org/2001/sw/rdb2rdf/test-cases/
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Fig. 1: Overview of the Approach
improves, by using DSQMs, because the DSQMs might contain knowledge that
already tackles these challenges and DSQMs have proven benefits [8, 9]. However,
we aim to use an extended set of knowledge compared to previous efforts to
improve the mappings to tackle these complex challenges. Therefore, we need to
discover existing DSQM knowledge, i.e., find the relevant DSQM knowledge that
is already available before the mapping process. This leads to the following main
research question: can we improve the (semi-)automatic generation of new single-
scenario mappings using existing DSQM knowledge? To answer this question,
we need to answer these subquestions:
– How can we (semi-)automatically discover existing DSQMs that are relevant
to the mapping process?
– How can we (semi-)automatically integrate the discovered DSQM knowledge
with the DSQ knowledge of the mapping process to generate a new mapping?
These research questions lead to the following hypotheses:
– Using existing DSQM knowledge improves the quality of a new single-scenario
mapping compared to the state of the art.
– Using existing DSQM knowledge decreases the task complexity of the map-
ping process compared to the state of the art.
4 Research Methodology and Approach
Based on the research questions, we need to tackle two aspects: (semi-)automated
discovery of relevant existing DSQM knowledge (Section 4.1) and (semi-)automated
us of this knowledge to generate mappings (Section 4.2). Both can be addressed
separately. The first aspect is not tackled by any of the other tools. For the second
aspect, we exploit all options where existing tools are limited to only a subset of
the possibilities. The knowledge of the new mapping process is combined with
relevant existing knowledge (Figure 1). This results in an initial mapping. Sub-
sequently, user feedback on the mapping, collected via a user interface, is used
to improve it. Furthermore, our approach an be used for heterogeneous formats.
4.1 Discover Existing DSQM Knowledge
A high-level overview of the approach to discover the relevant existing DSQM
knowledge can be found in Figure 2. The mapping process provides DSQ knowl-
edge (bottom elements). Furthermore, we have existing DSQM knowledge (top
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Fig. 3: Use DSQM Knowledge
elements). In the ideal scenario all the DSQM knowledge is at hand. However,
this might not always be the case. To address this, we infer knowledge from
other knowledge (dashed arrows): based on the original data the data schema
can be reconstructed to a certain extent, as done in our previous work [22]; based
on the classes and properties used in a mapping [9], Linked Data [8], and/or
queries, you can derive the used ontologies. To discover the relevant knowledge
we employ algorithms to measure the similarity of other knowledge components
(methods a-e in Figure 3). For example, if two data schemas of data sources
about persons are similar then the classes (e.g., foaf:Person) and properties
(e.g., foaf:name) of the existing mapping become candiates to be reused for
the new mapping (b). Another example is comparing the query workload (e). If
the two query workloads contain a query that searches for the graph patterns
?s a foaf:Person. ?s foaf:name ‘John Doe’., then both mappings will be
similar as both will need to annotate entities with the class foaf:Person and
annotate them with their name using foaf:name.
In our approach, we aim to collect as much knowledge as possible to improve
the mapping. First, we infer the knowledge that is not at hand. Then, we calcu-
late the similarity measures between the knowledge from the mapping process
and the existing knowledge. Finally, based on results of the similarity measures,
we select the most relevant knowledge components.
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4.2 Use DSQM Knowledge
A high-level overview of the approach to use DSQM knowledge for mapping gen-
eration can be found in Figure 3. The mapping process provides DSQ knowledge
(left elements). The mapping consists of the semantic model and extra rules
(middle elements). The semantic model contains how the used classes and prop-
erties are related to each other, and how classes and properties are mapped to
the data fractions. The extra rules represent the mapping rules that are needed
to tackle mapping challenges that cannot be solved using the direct mappings
approach. Furthermore, we have existing DSQM knowledge (right elements). A
target ontology can be used together with the data (a) or the data schema (b).
However, requiring the user to provide a target ontology is not always straightfor-
ward and a combination of classes and properties from different schemas might
result in a better annotation of the data. Therefore, we can only use the data
(c) and/or data schema (d). However, in this case information from the exist-
ing DSQM knowledge is required to complete the mapping. This information
can come from mappings (α), ontologies (β), Linked Data (γ), and/or query
workloads (δ). When using mappings, we need some information to be adjusted
to take into account the specifics of the new mapping process. The ontologies
contain classes, properties, and how they are related to each other. However, no
information about how they are related to data fractions is provided. This is the
same for Linked Datasets and queries.
In our approach, we aim to execute the aforementioned methods separately.
Subsequently, we merge each result to improve the mapping. During each merge,
we generate adequate mapping rules, while assuring correct use of the ontologies.
5 Preliminary Results
In previous work [23], we developed the rmleditor. It is a graphical user inter-
face (gui) that enables non-Semantic Web experts to create their own mappings
while limiting the need to understand the underlying mapping language, which
is rml [24], or the used (Semantic Web) technologies. In our approach, we aim to
use it as a starting point to receive user feedback after each mapping generation
iteration. Besides the rmleditor, we also developed the rmlworkbench [25]. It
is a gui to support data owners to administrate their Linked Data generation
and publication workflow. This includes the data in heterogeneous formats and
mappings, which are both used by our approach. Therefore, the rmlworkbench
offers a gui to administrate the different elements of our approach, while hiding
the implementation from the user. Furthermore, we have looked into different
modeling approaches to generate mappings [26]. They help describing how dif-
ferent elements of the DSQM knowledge can be used for the generation. We
aim to use the approaches separately or combined in our approach. Finally, we
developed a tool [22] to effectively perform data analysis on hierarchical data
sources to identify rdf terms. This is needed when the schema of the data that
needs to be mapped is not available, which might be the case for json and xml.
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6 Evaluation Plan
Our hypotheses state that the use of DSQM knowledge improves the quality of
the mappings, while decreasing the task complexity. Therefore, two aspects need
to be evaluated: the quality of the mapping and the task complexity.
6.1 Mapping Quality
To assess the quality of a mapping, we will assess the precision and recall of
the query results, because it allows us to compare our approach with existing
approaches that do not use certain standards or languages [2]. Our approach
needs to be evaluated with different scenarios representing challenges of different
complexity, which needs to be reflected in the queries. The benchmark tool
for relation-to-ontology mappings RODI [2] contains such a set of scenarios for
RDBs with the corresponding queries, designed with real-life challenges in mind.
We intend to reuse this benchmark for testing our approach for RDBs. However,
to test it against data sources in heterogeneous formats, we need to extend RODI.
6.2 Task Complexity
During our evaluation of the task complexity, we want to apply the model by Liu
and Li [6] to our approach, by evaluating each aspect during the mapping process.
The input consists mainly of the information and knowledge that needs to be
provided by users, e.g., the data, data schema, target ontology, query workload,
and the information required during the process. The output is a mapping. The
process is defined by the required user actions. The time is the duration to
perform these actions. The presentation is defined by the gui used to complete
the actions. To have a mapping process with a low complexity, the input, the
actions, and the time to complete these actions needs to be decreased, and the
gui needs to fit the actions. While previous evaluations only analyzed a single
component, we want to evaluate all of them to know the complete impact of the
mapping process on the task complexity. As RODI is developed for automatic
tools, it does not take into account the task complexity. Therefore, we need to
extend RODI to also evaluate the different aspects of the task complexity.
7 Conclusion
The main differences of our approach with the state of the art is that we dis-
cover relevant DSQM knowledge, and use an extended set of DSQM knowledge,
including the found DSQMs, for the generation of OBDA mappings. Challenges
for the former include finding the correct similarity metrics and combining these
metrics when comparing multiple elements of knowledge. Challenges for the lat-
ter include determining how to merge the different knowledge and how to ensure
that resulting mapping is valid regarding, e.g., ontology definitions. Furthermore,
our approach is not limited to RDBs. It can also be used for json and xml data.
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If we can validate the hypothesis, then users will have a method that requires
less user effort to generate higher quality OBDA mappings, and subsequently,
they will have access to higher quality OBDA systems. Even more, Linked Data
applications will have access to a larger amount of non-rdf datasets, allowing
them to utilize rdf-based techniques on these non-rdf datasets.
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